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A REVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED FOG COMPUTING
IN THE CLOUD CONTINUUM CONTEXT
ADRIAN SPĂTARU∗
Abstract. This article surveys the literature in search of systems and components that use Blockchain or Smart Contracts to
manage computational resources, store data, and execute services using the Cloud paradigm. This paradigm has extended from
warehouse-scale data centres to the edge of the network and in between, giving rise to the domains of Edge and Fog Computing.
The Cloud Continuum encompasses the three fields and focuses on the management of applications composed of connected services
that span from one end to the other of the computational spectrum. Several components that are commanded by Smart Contracts
are identified and compared concerning their functionality. Two important research directions are the experimental evaluation of
the identified platforms and the identification of standards that can accelerate the adoption of Blockchain-based Fog platforms.
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1. Introduction. New challenges concerning data transfer have been introduced in the scope of the Internet of Things (IoT) advancements. Previous paradigms requiring all data to be moved in the Cloud for
processing have been replaced by the Edge and Fog Computing paradigms. Edge Computing tries to push the
computation on the end-devices, while Fog Computing tackles the processing of data at an intermediate level,
between the data originator and the Cloud. This reduces network congestion, but constructing proprietary Fog
networks implies a high cost and both in terms of investment and maintenance.
The emergence of Blockchain technologies (Bitcoin [20], Ethereum [4]) has proved that if economic incentives
are high, then the crowd will invest in the hardware required for running the technology. In the case of blockchain
mining, the resources are mostly wasted and the probability to mine the next block is decreasing as more nodes
join the network. Instead, some of the high-end personal computers and small private Clouds are excellent
candidates for exposing their resources to the Fog fabric. In this manner, the nodes will be reimbursed for
executing applications, storing data, or monitoring other nodes.
There has been a surge in the number of platforms developed to take advantage of security, transparency,
and traceability offered by the Blockchain. Nevertheless, these properties can only be offered for data stored
on the Blockchain. Generally, there is a need for further proofs related to objects managed externally, proofs
which can be checked using Smart Contracts. FileCoin [2] builds upon the IPFS peer-to-peer file system, using
Ethereum Smart Contracts for handling access management, payments, and reward allocation. A Proof of
Replication [11] algorithm has been proposed to validate the amount of space a node has dedicated for storing
file blocks under different replication standards.
The biggest downside of peer to peer systems constructed using personal computers is the unpredictability
of the nodes’ availability. The Blockchain use case does not suffer from this because nodes do not participate
actively in synchronization procedures. Rather, when a block is mined, the block is sent to other peers which
will validate it and append it to the history of blocks. If a peer is not online at the moment, the peer will ask
for all new blocks when coming back online. In the case of file systems and cloud services, there is a need to
ensure that nodes that hold files or execute applications will be available for a given period, or at least have
backup plans in case they become absent. This should also be ensured for the components that manage the
platform, as they are also external to the Blockchain and need to maintain a state in a distributed environment.
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Table 2.1: Current research directions
Research direction
File Storage, Content Distribution
Networks
Resource
Management / Task
scheduling
Service
tration

Orches-

Monitoring and
Quality of Service
Result
tion

Verifica-

Approach
Some use Smart Contracts to check an externally generated proof of storage.
Others use Smart Contracts to retais a mapping of data blocks to locations
and to manage access control. Data is stored on nodes running Ethereum and
IPFS.
Smart Contract maintains list of resources. Some rely on the Smart Contract to make the matchmaking, but this approach is expensive in terms of
gas. Instead, the parties can negotiate off-chain and the Smart Contract can
authorize their agreement.
Several Smart Contracts are used to manage the resources across multiple
clusters, and to instantiate applications composed of one or multiple services
which may depend on each other. Several Orchestration components assure
the fault tolerance of the deployment and monitoring processes.
One approach is to use Oracles (trusted parties) to monitor the services and
assess their quality. Instead, a peer to peer network with a robust protocol
can ensure the correctness of the monitoring process.
Credibility-based fault tolerance protocols and zero-knowledge proofs can be
used to determine if a node has executed the program as expected. These
strategies are encoded in Smart Contracts which verify the proofs. A different
approach is to use Trusted Execution Environments which cryptographically
ensure that the program is executed as planned.

Research
Items
[2, 11], [7, 18,
26]

[13, 27, 32, 33,
34]

[28, 29]

[14, 29, 31]

[8, 15, 23]

The subject of peer to peer networks has been investigated thoroughly with respect to distributed consensus
[21, 16, 25, 5, 6], file sharing protocols like Kademlia [17], BitTorrent [22], IPFS [3], and protocols for volunteer
computing (BOINC [1], XtremWeb[10]) and achieving correct results in the presence of saboteurs [23].
This report surveys the literature in search of platforms or components that use Smart Contracts for the
management of computational resources and deployment of applications. Two surveys complement our work.
The survey presented in [30] inspects three Blockchain-based Cloud platforms. It provides an abstraction based
on the three architectures and presents standards that can be used to ease the integration between Cloud
Components. An in-depth investigation is pursued in [9], which focuses on Blockchain protocols with built-in
logic for specific delivery paradigms (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and more).
The contributions of this paper are the identification of Fog platforms and components that can be used in
the context of Cloud Continuum. Several components are identified and categorized based on their functionality,
and components within the same category are compared. Finally, future research directions required for the
integration of the Cloud, Fog, and Edge devices are presented.
2. Algorithms and Components. Several research papers tackle the decentralization of the Cloud by
proposing solutions for specific Cloud processes such as resource management, data storage, or service orchestration, quality of service and result verification. The directions are summarized in Table 2.1.
Resource management and task scheduling have been investigated in [27]. The authors investigate the
operational constraints and costs for managing resources and applications through a Smart Contract and
analyze the impact in terms of latency and gas usage of three scheduling methods. The authors conclude
that the best approach is to negotiate the resource selection off-chain and use the Smart Contract to seal the
agreement. The other option is for the Smart Contract to handle the matchmaking algorithm, which proves
to be expensive both in terms of gas and in terms of time until the transaction is mined. A different paper,
[13] approached the problem via the Serverless computing paradigm, but by using Hyperledger Fabric the team
did not focus on the economic cost of deploying the solution to a public blockchain. have been proposed in
[34, 33, 32], but do not provide the same level of fine-grained evaluation analysis.
Several platforms making use of the Blockchain to verify data storage and transfers have been proposed,
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making use of known protocols like BitTorrent or IPFS. FileCoin [2] and others [18, 7, 26], use IPFS as the
backbone for file storage and transfer and apply diverse logic applicable for different purposes. FileCoin makes
use of a Proof-of-Replication mechanism [11] to decide that a node has spent some space for a given amount of
time. The solutions presented in [18] and [26] propose a secure document communication protocols based on
IPFS that uses the blockchain for establishing communication channel properties. In [7], the authors distinguish
between hot and cold data and apply different replication mechanisms depending on their type. The blockchain
is used for data access management and to keep track of the nodes holding the data. We further refer the
reader to [12], for a comparison between centralized and blockchain-based decentralized storage solutions.
Service Orchestration intermediated by the blockchain has been investigated in a few papers. In [29], a
Component Administration Network stores Orchestrator checkpoints which ensure the continuity of Application
Deployment in the presence of Orchestrator failures. A decentralized, modular platform has been presented in
[28] and investigated in detail. The aforementioned work has focused on the management and fault tolerance
of the Fog platform, which can later ensure the fault tolerance of the running applications. A series of Smart
Contracts are used to manage resource selection and service deployment. A Registry Contract maintains a
catalogue of resource managers (local Clouds, ad-hoc clusters) that a customer can query for specific resources.
The resource manager can create an Application Contract which is used by an Orchestration component to
deploy and monitor the status of the services composing the application. Orchestration components periodically
update the Application Contract regarding the status of the services, thus ensuring a fair payment. Some nodes
part of the Blockchain peer-to-peer network will form the administration network instead of mining. These nodes
check on each other’s availability and on any components that are running (e.g. Orchestrator). Components
are run by a subset of the administration nodes and store checkpoints on this network using a distributed file
system. All nodes that contribute to the running and monitoring of an application are reimbursed for their
contribution using the checkpoints (checkpoint metadata is stored in the application Smart Contract).
Several works have tackled the Quality of Service (QoS) aspect of the deployed applications. Some of the
solutions (e.g. [14]) depend on external oracles which are trusted parties for monitoring the QoS. Alternately, the
monitoring job can be delivered by the crowd. The concept of “Crowd-based Oracle-as-a-service For Consensus
On Qos Monitoring” presented in [31] is similar to the Component Administration Networks presented in
[29], making use of a Smart Contract to manage a network of trusted peers. The advantages of the platform
presented in [31] and [14] are represented by the usage Service Level Agreements (SLA) and Service Level
Objectives (SLO), while the solution presented in [29] only accounts for the service being responsive for a given
amount of time.
In the case of batch tasks, several papers investigate the correctness of the result. Sarmenta’s approach
to deal with saboteur nodes using credibility-based fault tolerance [23] is currently the base of the Proof of
Computation protocol (PoCo) at the heart of the iExec platform (described further below). Another approach is
to use zero-knowledge proofs to verify the results of computation by providing a small proof to a Smart Contract
[15]. The introduction of the Intel SGX technology [8] paved the way for Trusted Execution Environments to
become popular. A hardware key is used for ensuring no corruptions have been made to the code, while memory
is encrypted to prevent a root user of the machine to access the computation data.
3. Platforms. Several platforms that offer service deployment through the means of Blockchain exist.
Ethereum itself is taught as the world computer, though the capabilities of storing data and execution are
drastically limited by the price of smart contract operations. Thus, platforms rely on using the Ethereum
Blockchain in order to create tokens for their platform, and raise investment funds through Initial Coin Offerings
(ICOs).
Golem1 uses IPFS [3] as the means to distribute file blocks in a network of worker nodes which process
data at the block level and later collect and merge the results computed in parallel. The platform intended to
offer Software as a Service, but starting in 2020 the focus was shifted to Platform as a Service, providing an
SDK for creating Golem applications.
SONM2 uses Docker for executing Container Images and achieves a higher level of abstraction, getting
close to a generic Cloud platform. An Ethereum side chain is used to manage the orders. Suppliers must
1 https://golem.network/
2 https://docs.sonm.com/concepts/main-entities
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Table 3.1: Blockchain based Cloud Platforms
Name
Golem
SONM
iExec
Decenter

Blockchain
Ethereum
Ethereum
Ethereum
Ethereum

Market
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Storage
No
Yes
Yes
External

Services
PaaS
IaaS
PaaS
IaaS

Table 3.2: iExec entities
iExec Hub and Marketplace
Dataset providers
Application providers
Workers
Worker pools

an auditable smart contract used to manage the stakes and keep track of the history of
the actors.
individuals which will sell access to their data on the platform.
individuals which will deploy applications on the platform; applications can be free or
ask for a price.
individuals or companies which expose their resources on the marketplace.
smart contracts to which workers can subscribe; the smart contract will take care of workers contributions and will receive fees for managing the underlying infrastructure. This
contract stores scheduler settings, required in order to handle the stake and payments.

interact with this chain to instantiate worker nodes that will act on their behalf. Resources (CPU, RAM,
storage, bandwidth) are exposed using benchmark identifiers such as GFLOPS, IOPS, etc. The platform
considers two delivery models: fixed-time or pay-as-you-go. There are no peer-reviewed experiments presenting
the performance of the platform, and the limited amount of documentation does not present implementation
details.
iExec makes use of Xtremweb middleware [10, 19] to handle task placement and the validity of results.
The platform logic is implemented using a side chain and the public Ethereum Blockchain is used to create and
handle the platform tokens. The platform defines several entities that are shown in Table 3.2.
A Proof of Contribution (PoCo) protocol is used for acknowledging the correct result of an Application,
using the sabotage tolerance introduced in [23]. The PoCo links two entities: the iExec marketplace (where
deals are made) and the computing infrastructure (based on XtremWeb-HEP middleware [10]).
DECENTER is a Horizon 2020 financed project aiming at providing a federated brokering platform for
fog resources [24]. Their proposed architecture is centred around the Resource Exchange Broker (REB) Smart
Contract. Resource providers deploy an REB Contract which manages the selection of resources and signals
Orchestration Components to deploy applications. A resource provider is required to have installed a full Cloud
management software stack: infrastructure management and provisioning, together with service orchestration
components.
Recent publications present an architecture that allows for the definition of Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
using Smart Contracts [14]. Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as network throughput, or the latency
between different tiers of the same Application are then used by a decision-making layer, which is composed of
the monitoring and orchestration components.
4. Conclusion. This report has investigated the current efforts in the direction of Blockchain-based platforms offering SaaS, PaaS, IaaS. The most diﬀicult problem is the verification of work, generally implying one
of two options: work replication, or workload monitoring. The first option is employed by iExec and uses the
results computed by multiple replicas to decide on the validity of a result. This, however, implies a batch
model for the Application in order to decide and this is a requirement that cannot be satisfied by today’s Cloud
Services, which are generally interactive.
Golem is using monitoring, but the monitoring metrics are self-reported by the node participating in the
network. This raises security concerns as the metrics can be fabricated by the node. SONM and DECENTER
choose to dedicate some nodes for running the monitoring agents that inspect the worker nodes and applications
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running on top of them, yet they consider these to be trusted by default. Instead, research efforts are pushing
the boundaries by focusing on fault-tolerant mechanisms for ensuring the quality of work execution and ensuring
the fair payment of all entities taking part in managing the platform.
There is still a limited amount of experimental research that compares the performance and scalability of
Blockchain-based systems and components that expose computational resources. This is mostly due to the
infancy of the domain, researchers focusing on publishing architectures and protocols as the first materials.
New simulation platforms need to be implemented to tackle the vast distribution of future services and their
interconnectivity.
An important future direction for Blockchain-mediated Fog service delivery should focus on new standards
for the deployment and monitoring of applications spanning the Cloud Continuum. Future applications will be
represented by workflows that start at the Edge of the network (processing raw data obtained from sensors),
flow through the Fog (aggregating data from multiple Edge devices) and reach the Cloud (for archival, analytics,
visualisation). Adaptation of existing standards can increase the chances for a blockchain-based Fog network
to be integrated with the Cloud Continuum.
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